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You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.

Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work:  half a page per subject.

You should also spend 20 minutes reading each day, which you should record in your reading log on page 5.

Homework Timetable

Week starting

19th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday INSET INSET

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

26th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE

Week starting

17th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

10th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE

Year 8 Summer 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021

This timetable will be in 
use for students who 
are attending lessons in 
school.

For students who are 
working from home, 
Knowledge Organiser 
work will be 
incorporated into  the 
live lessons.  

All students should 
read for at least 20 
minutes each day.

Week starting

3rd May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Bank Holiday Bank Holiday

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

24th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE



Username: ____________________________

Password:  ____________________________

Reading Log – Summer 1

Time Score Range

Week Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun Book(s) read (Title and author) AR Quiz  % Score and Date Parent/Guardian/ Staff 

Signature

22/2

1/3

8/3

15/3

22/3

29/3

Half 

term

Please tick the reading log on each day that you read for 20 minutes or more and make sure each week it is signed.
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Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

Inequality When things are not 
balanced or fair.

Repressed To be held back or 
prevented from 
doing something you 
wish unfairly. Or to 
not allow yourself to 
express something 
e.g. He repressed a 
smirk

Optimism To have a positive 
outlook about the 
future.

Pessimism To have a negative 
outlook about the 
future.

Ideology

A system of ideas 
that often forms the 
basis of political 
beliefs

Propaganda information, 
especially of a biased 
or misleading nature, 
used to promote a 
political cause or 
point of view.

Totalitarianism Political ideology in 
which all power is 
placed in the hands 
of a small minority or 
an individual. 

Analysing texts

We use the what, how, why structure to analyse texts.

WHAT has the writer 

done?

The writer has:

depicted/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/ 

focused upon…

How has the writer 

done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun “__________” 

which suggests ______________

WHY has the writer 

done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to:

Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/ entertain

The writer might also have wanted the reader to feel 

(insert emotion) because…

Empathise with…because

Understand that…because…

English. Year 8 Summer  – Imagining the Future

Subject terms What is it?
Genre The word ‘genre’ comes from the Latin ‘genus’ which 

means ‘kind’. So to ask what genre a text belongs to is to 

ask what kind of text it is. 

Utopia Utopia: Sir Thomas More, who coined the term, meant it 
as a pun on both the Greek words ‘no place’ – ‘outopos’ –
and ‘good place’ ‘eutopos’. 

Dystopia If ‘utopia’ represents an ideal or dream society, ‘dystopia’ 
is the word used to refer to an imagined nightmare world 

which is usually the world of the future

Cyclical A structure that begins and ends at the same place.

Protagonist The main character in a text

Generic conventions



Subject: Maths   Topic: 3D shape Year: 8    Term: Summer 1

Section 1: Key Vocabulary

Key word Definition

Isometric 

drawing

Isometric drawings visually represent 

three-dimensional objects in two 

dimensions.

There are 120 degrees between each 

part of the  axes. 

Front view The view of a 3-dimensional object 

viewed from the front. 

Side view The view of a 3-dimensional object 

viewed from the side. 

Plan view The view from a 3-dimensional object 

viewed from the top. 

Net A geometry net is a 2-dimensional 

shape that can be folded to form a 3-

dimensional shape or a solid. 

A solid may have different nets. 

Pyramid A 3D shape which has a polygon as 

the base and triangles that meet at a 

point, the apex, for the other faces.

Prism A 3D shape where the same cross 

section appears along the length of 

the shape. The side faces are flat and 

rectangular (or parallelograms).

Cross section The shape made when a solid is cut 

through parallel to the base.

Volume The amount of space that a shape 

occupies.

Surface Area Surface area of a 3D shape is the sum 

of the areas of all its faces.

Section 2: Important ideas 

Volume of a cuboid = Length × Width × Height

Volume of a prism = Area of cross section × Length 

Is a cylinder a prism? No because it has a curved surface. There are no 

flat rectangular  faces  on a cylinder.

The dimensions of a cuboid are 

2 by 3 by 5. What is the surface 

area of the cuboid?

Work out the area of each face and 

add them together.

2 × 3 = 6   Front and Back    12  cm2

3 × 5 = 15                   Sides   30  cm2

2 × 5 = 10  Top and Bottom 20  cm2

Total         62 cm2

Calculate the volume of a 

cylinder with radius 2cm and 

height 10 cm.

Even though a cylinder is not a prism 

we can work out the area in a similar 

way.

V = πr2 × length

V = π × 22 × 10

V = 40 π  cm2

Calculate the surface area of a 

cylinder with radius 3cm and 

height 10 cm.

Work out the area of each face and 

add them together.

One circle πr2 = π × 32 =  9π cm2

Area of two circles 18π cm2

The base of the rectangular face is the 

circumference of the circle.

C = π × d = 6π cm

The height of the rectangle is the 

height of the cylinder. 

Area of rectangle =  6π × 10 = 60π

Total Surface Area = 60π+18π cm2

= 78π cm2  = 245.04 cm2

Section 3: Questions

1.    Which 3D shapes have a circle as the plan, front 

and side views?

2.     Draw the plan view, side and front elevations of 

this object.

3.    Draw a net of a cone.

4.    Match the 3D shape’s name, image and net. 

Cuboid, Cylinder, Triangular prism, Square based 

pyramid



Section D: Investigation variables

Year 8 Science Practical skills and Investigating Materials

Section A: Investigations key vocabulary

Key word Definition

Mean value The mean is the average of the numbers

Range
is the difference between the highest and lowest values in 
the set

Repeat of data Do the same experiment more than once.

Hypothesis Is a clear and testable idea to be investigated.

Anomaly
Is a result that doesn't fit in with the pattern of the other 
results

Prediction Is what you expect to happen if your hypothesis is true

Section B: Chemical Reactions key vocabulary

Key word Definition

Metal ore
Ores are naturally occurring rocks that contain metal 
oxygen

Blast furnace 
A blast furnace is a special type of furnace for smelting 
iron from ore.

Native metals
Native metals are unreactive metals, such as gold, that 
are found in pure form.

Electrolysis
This is a process where electricity is used to purify 
metals like aluminium.

Smelting is the term for getting a metal from its natural ore.

Section E Extracting metals

7
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A: Industrial Revolution Key Vocabulary
Industrial 

Revolution

The time of great change when people 

began to make goods in factories using 

machines.

Empire A group of countries controlled by one.

Economy/ 

Economic

A term used to categorise aspects linked to 

money and trade.

Population All the inhabitants of a particular place.

Raw

materials

Usually natural materials, e.g. coal, iron ore, 

cotton, which have to be turned into 

finished goods in a factory.

International

trade

Buying and selling goods between 

countries.

Entrepreneur Someone who makes money from 

establishing a business.

Turnpike 

Trust

Group of people who got together to keep a 

stretch of road in good repair. These were 

much like toll roads/bridges today. 

Invest When people put money into a business in 

order to make even more money.

Birth/Death 

rate

The number of people being born or dying 

per 1000 people in the population. 

Enclosure Process of dividing up the land so that 
individual farmers were responsible for 
making sure that their piece of land 
produced as much food as possible.

Agriculture The practice of farming, including 

cultivation of the soil for the growing of 

crops and the rearing of animals to provide 

food, wool, and other products.

Exploitation Taking advantage of someone in order to 

benefit yourself.

Cholera A deadly disease spread through dirty 
drinking water.

Petition A document signed by a lot of people which 
asks a government to do a particular thing.

B: Industrial Revolution Key Knowledge

Why was British industry so successful during the 

Industrial Revolution?

How did transport develop during the Industrial 

Revolution?

Growing population- The more people there were, 
the more goods were bought and the more money 
was made. The more children there were, the more 
workers for the factories
Growing overseas trade- The more money was made 
from trade, the more could be invested in improving 
British industry and transport. Raw materials were 
brought in, created jobs for people in factories. These 
products could then be sold abroad.
Lots of raw materials- These materials could be easily 
accessed then used in industry.
Improved transport- This means raw materials can be 
transported easier and quicker, as can products and 
even ideas!
Farmers grow more food- We can support a growing 
population.
Entrepreneurs- They have ideas and know how to 
make money out of them that can then be invested!

Roads: Turnpike Trusts were used to improve main 
roads, for which a toll was charged. In the early 
1800s, investment in Britain's roads was more than 
£3 million a year. Between 1803 and 1821, Thomas 
Telford alone built 1000 miles of road, including 
1000 bridges. 
Canals: About £20 million was invested in canal-
building between 1755 and 1835. There was 'Canal 
Mania' in the 1790s and famous canal-builders 
include James Brindley and Thomas Telford. By 
1850, the canal network covered 4,000 miles.
Trains: There was a 'Railway Mania' in the 1840s. £3 
billion was spent building the railways between 
1845 and 1900. In 1870, 423 million passengers 
travelled on 16,000 miles of line. 
The railways helped industry transport raw material 
cheaply and farmers and manufacturers take their 
products further, quicker. Jobs were created, 
newspapers grew and travel was revolutionised!

HISTORY        How did the Industrial Revolution change Britain?

C: Industrial Revolution Key Dates
1760 The Industrial Revolution begins around 

1760 in the textile industry in Great Britain.

1764 Bridgewater Canal was built.

1779 Entrepreneur, Richard Arkwright opened a 

cotton spinning mill using his invention, the 

water frame.

1811 First large-scale Luddite riot took place in 

Arnold, Nottingham.

1825 First passenger railway opens.

1833 Factory Act is passed to protect children in 

the textile industry.

1875 Public Health Act was passed which made 

local councils responsible for public health

How useful is this cartoon for helping us understand the 
problems that existed in Industrial towns?
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definition

Ablation The natural removal of ice from the 

surface of a glacier. It usually occurs 

by melting or calving. 

Accumulation zone The zone on a glacier where snow is 

added.

Albedo Albedo means the amount of solar 

radiation that the Earth’s surface 

reflects instead of absorbing.

Arctic A polar region located in the 

northernmost part of Earth. 

Enhanced greenhouse 

effects 

An increase in the concentration 

of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere as a result of human 

activity.

Extreme environment An Environment which has harsh and 

challenging conditions.

Glacier A slow moving river of ice. 

Ice Age Refers to colder periods with 

extensive ice sheets over the North 

American and Eurasian continents

Last Glacial Maximum 

(LGM)

Represents the latest glacial phase 

when the area of land covered by 

glaciers and ice sheets reached a 

maximum.

Permafrost Ground, including rock or soil, at or 

below the freezing point of water 0 

°C  for two or more years.

Snout The end of a glacier where ablation 

occurs. 

The natural greenhouse 

effect

The greenhouse effect is 

a natural process that warms the 

Earth's surface. 

Tundra One of the coldest and harshest 

biomes. These are treeless regions 

with extreme cold and low 

precipitation.

Geography – Exploring the Arctic

Section B: Glacier formation 

• Firstly snow flakes accumulate in a hollow part of a 

mountain.

• As the snow continues, the weight begins to compress 

the snow. 

• The compression turns the snowflakes into denser 

glacial ice.

• Snow will now continue to build on this glacial ice.

• The now heavier glacier will move down the hillside 

eroding the surface beneath it.

Section C: Arctic animal adaptations 

• Polar bear – Have extremely large feet to distribute their 

weight on the ice

• Seal – Have a thick layer of blubber to protect them 

from the extreme cold

• Arctic Fox – Have grey coats in summer and white in 

winter to camouflage with their surroundings

• Caribou – Have coats that trap air to make them more 

buoyant to help with swimming

• Narwhales – Have collapsible lungs enabling them to 

dive to depths of 1500m in search of food

Section D: Causes of climate change Section D: Effects of climate change

• Volcanic eruptions can release gases which can cool the 

atmosphere

• Sunspots are dark areas on the Sun. When there are lots 

of sunspots it tells us that the Sun is more active

• Greenhouse gases emitted as a result of human activities 

cause the enhanced greenhouse effect where more heat 

is trapped within the atmosphere

• Melting ice in the polar regions

• Rising sea levels which is threatening many coastal areas 

around the world

• More extreme weather events e.g. floods, droughts and 

tropical storms

• Greater habitable zone for pests such as mosquitos

• Increased risk of forest fires



RE What is prejudice and discrimination? 

A. Prejudice and Discrimination Key Vocabulary 

Discrimination Actions or behaviour that

result from prejudice 

Equality The state of being equal, 

especially in status, rights 

and opportunities 

Exploitation Misuse of power or money 

to get others to do things 

for little or unfair 

Freedom of 

religious 

expression 

The right to worship, 

preach and practise one’s 

faith in whatever way one

chooses within the law 

Freedom of 

religion 

The right to believe or

practise whatever religion 

one chooses

Homosexual To be sexually attracted to 

members of the same sex 

Human rights The basic freedoms to 

which all human beings 

should be entitled 

Intolerable unacceptable

Justice Bringing about what is right 

and fair, according to the 

law, or making up for a 

wrong that has been 

committed 

Prejudice Unfairly judging someone 

before the facts are known; 

holding biased opinions 

about an individual or 

group 

Responsibility A duty to care for, or 

having control over, 

something or someone

Scapegoat A person who is blamed for 

the wrongdoings, mistakes 

or faults of others 

Segregation- separation of groups of 

people- often for racial 

reasons

Stereotype Thinking all people who 

belong to a certain group 

are the same and labelling 

them i.e. all young people 

who wear hoodies are 

thugs.

UDHR Universal Declaration of

Human Rights 

B. Prejudice and Discrimination Key Knowledge 

Topic Non-religious Christianity Islam

Prejudice & 

Discrimination 

Prejudice means 

holding biased opinions

that are often negative 

about an individual or a 

group. They are often 

based on stereotypical 

ideas, rather than actual 

experiences. 

Discrimination is a 

behaviour or action that 

results from prejudice.

Equality: Christians believe that 

people were made in God’s 

image, and although we are born 

into different circumstances we 

are all equal. Disability: Christians 

oppose discrimination against 

disabled people because it does 

not show Christian love; Jesus 

healed the sick and disabled. 

The Qur'an does not support those 

who are prejudiced, racist, sexist 

etc. It teaches equality and that 

differences in people show the 

variety of God’s creation. There is 

no distinction between people of 

different races or social status e.g. 

the clothing worn on Hajj. 

Gender 

Inequality

Gender 

inequality refers to 

unequal treatment or 

perceptions of 

individuals based on 

their gender.

Gender stereotypes often appear 

in the Bible against women e.g. 

men should only lead worship. In 

some denominations, women are 

not allowed to lead certain 

positions, in Catholicism women 

cannot become priests. C of E 

allows women to be priests. 

According to the Qur’an, men and 

women are equal but not the 

same. They each have different 

duties e.g. financially or looking 

after the home. Women are 

allowed to work and the money 

they earn is regarded as theirs. 

Homophobia In some religions,

homosexuals are 

accepted but there is 

still a big stigma today. 

In Christianity, homosexuals are 

fully accepted in the Quaker 

tradition, in other traditions there 

are certain rules that must be 

followed. 

Mostly, in Islam, it is not 

acceptable to be homosexual and 

in some countries it is very 

dangerous as sometimes it carries 

the death penalty.  

Islamophobia The media’s portrayal 

of Muslims has been 

very negative and can 

persuade people to 

stereotype or scapegoat 

Muslims

NA Muslims are stereotyped to all be 

terrorists and cause terror. Some 

people will react to any Muslim 

they see either in fear or anger. 

People can act violently or verbally 

abuse any Muslim they see. 

Racism Racism is the belief that 

the colour of a person’s 

skin, or their race, 

affects their ability; that 

some races are better 

than others. 

Christians oppose racism as it 

doesn’t show love towards your 

neighbour. Believes all forms of 

discrimination are wrong.

Believes that Allah crated everyone 

as equal but different. Muhammad 

allowed a black African man to do 

the call to prayer in Madinah and 

he welcomed anyone regardless of 

wealth, status or creed. 

Human Rights UDHR  created in 1948 

after WW2 consisted of 

30 articles outlining the 

rights that the UN 

regarded as the

minimum rights for all 

human beings. It was to 

promote freedom, 

justice and peace, 

prevent persecution 

and recognise the value 

of every individual. 

Christians believe this to mean 

that many of the characteristics of 

God are reflected in humans. As a 

result, Christians believe that all 

human life should be treated with 

respect and dignity.

Most Muslim countries follow the 

CDHR which incorporates part of 

Shari’ah law. As the UDHR is too 

western. There are 57 states that 

follow this. All rights and freedoms 

stipulated are from Shari’ah law. 

This is quite a positive step for this 

area of the world as examples such 

as gay rights and sex outside of 

marriage are still seen as 

unacceptable. 

C. Types of Prejudice

Ageism When someone is treated unfairly because of their 

age 

Disability When someone is treated differently because of a 

disability 

Homophobia Treated negatively because of their sexuality 

Islamophobia Treated negatively because of the portrayal of 

Islam in the media  

Racism Showing prejudice against someone because of 

their ethnic group or nationality 

Religious 

Prejudice 

Treated negatively because of their religion 

Sexism Treated negatively because of their gender 

Xenophobia Treated negatively because of their religion: 
Judaism. 

D. Campaigners

Malala Yousafzai A young girl who was shot in the head by the 

Taliban for attending school. Campaigns for gender 

equality around the globe. 

Nelson Mandela South African anti-apartheid (segregation) 

campaigner who eventually became President of 

South Africa. 

Martin Luther King American Civil Rights campaigner who fought for 

equal rights. Known for the speech ‘I have a 

dream’. 

Mahatma Gandhi The leader of India's non-violent independence 

movement against British rule and who advocated 

for the civil rights of Indians.

Rosa Parks Helped initiate the civil rights movement in the 

United States when she refused to give up her seat 

to a white man on a Montgomery, Alabama bus in 

1955. 

Emmeline 

Pankhurst

She was a leading British women's rights activist, 

who led the movement to win the right for women 

to vote.
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SPANISH – Literature

Section A – Common verbs

Use ser meaning ‘to be’ to describe a person with an adjective. 

Use estar meaning ‘to be’ to describe how the character is

feeling (their emotions) in this momento. Use tener meaning

‘to have’ to describe someone’s hair and eyes.

Section B – Describing a character

Use the common verbs in Section A to describe your character. Include intensifiers in your work: 

muy = very    bastante = quite un poco = a bit poco = not at all demasiado = too   mucho = lots of

Section C – Setting the scene

Use the imperfect tense to set the scene of your story. 

SER ESTAR TENER

yo soy estoy tengo

tú eres estás tienes

él/ella es está tiene

nosotros somos estamos tenemos

vosotros sois estáis tenéis

ellos/ellas son están tienen

SER Remember that these adjectives must agree with the person/people you are describing. 

Change o to a for feminine characters and add an s if there is more than one. If the 

adjective ends in an e then you don’t need to change it for the gender.

alto = tall                           bajo = short         delgado = slim                  feo = ugly

rápido = quick                  lento = slow        gordo = fat                    bonito = pretty

bueno = good                   malo = bad          generoso = generous      malvado = evil

mentiroso = dishonest      guapo = handsome         hablador(a) = chatty

inteligente = clever        débil = weak           amable = kind              fuerte = strong

ESTAR feliz = happy      triste = sad     enfadado = angry       contento = content

cansado = tired        enamorado = in love       emocionado = excited

TENER los ojos…. = …eyes (you have two eyes so the colours are plural)

azules = blue     verdes = green    grises = grey    marrones = brown     negros = dark

el pelo… = …hair (hair is masculine so these adjective are also masculine)

pelirojo = red      rubio = blonde   castaño = brown    rizado = curly  liso = straight

una espada = a sword    un escudo = a shield    un libro mágico = a magic book

un arco = a bow    una flecha = an arrow    una capa = a cape   un caballo = a horse
era = it 

was

antiguo = old    oscuro = dark    rojo = red

peligroso = dangerous  seguro = safe   

gigante = enormous

tenía = it 

had

animales = animals    árboles = trees    

cuevas = caves    un río = a river    

nubes = clouds    pájaros = birds    

estrellas = stars

había = 

there was

un pueblo = a town    un lago = a lake   

un castillo = a castle   un barco = a boat  

una prisión = a prison    

estaba en

= it was in 

+ location

el bosque = the forest     el cielo = the sky     

el campo = in the countryside    

la montaña = in the mountains

Section D – The preterite tense

Use this tense to say what you did in the past. Take away 

the infinitive ending AR, ER, IR and add these endings:

yo é í

tú aste iste

él/ella ó ió

nosotros amos imos

vosotros asteis isteis

ellos/ellas aron ieron

Section D – The preterite tense

Use these verbs as a starting point to 

create your dialogue.

Dijo/gritó = he/she said/shouted

afirmó = he/she confirmed

fui = I went    vi = I saw

hablé = I spoke    leí = I read

Busqué = I looked for

Visité = I visited    compré = I bought

vendí = I sold    dormí = I slept
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SPANISH – Sports

Section A – Sports verbs in the present tense

Some sports you can play so use the verb ‘jugar’. Some

sports you can do so use the verb ‘hacer’. 

Section B – Los deportes

Hago = I do

atletismo = atheletics

cicilismo = cycling

equatación = horse-riding

esquí = skiing

natación = swimming

patinaje = skating

Juego = I play

al baloncesto = basketball

al fútbol = football

al hockey = hockeu

al tenis = tennis

al voleibol = volleyball

Practico deporte = I do sports

Section D – At the

a = at

el = the (masc)       la = the (fem)

los = the (masc pl)      las = the (fem pl)

A and el can’t be placed next to each

other so combine them to make ‘al’.

el campo de hierba= grass pitch

la cancha/pista = court

el estadio = stadium

bolera = bowling alley

la piscina = swimming pool

el polideportivo = sports centre

el gimnasio = the gym

el parque = the park

el campo de golf = golf course

la pista de hielo = ice rink

el air libre = outside

el jardín = the garden

*en casa = at home

Section E – Los Juegos Olímpicos

El año pasado = Last year

La semana pasada = Last week

Ayer = Yesterday

Anoche = Last night

Fui a los Juegos Olímpicos (de verano/invierno) 

= I went to the (summer/winter) Olympic games

el/la deportista = the sportsperson

el/la atleta = the athlete   el partido = the match

el campeonato = the championship

el juego = the game     la carrera = the race

el equipo = the team      fue = was

la (semi-) final = the (semi)final 

La eliminatoria = the heat    había = there was

el(la) ganador(a) = the winner

Lo pasé… = I had a …. time

…bomba = fantastic ….fenomenal = wonderful

…guay = great ….bien = good

jugar practicar hacer

yo juego practico hago

tú juegas prcticas haces

él/ella juega practica hace

nosotros jugamos practicamos hacemos

vosotros jugáis practicáis hacéis

ellos/ellas juegan practican hacen

Section C – Sports verbs in the present tense

Use these verbs in the preterite tense to say what you did.

Here are some other verbs in their yo form in the preterite tense:

Vi = I watched Corrí = I ran Participé = I participated

jugar practicar hacer

yo jugué practiqué hice

tú jugaste practicaste hiciste

él/ella jugó practice hizo

nosotros jugamos practicamos hicemos

vosotros jugasteis practicasteis hicisteis

ellos/ellas jugaron practicaron hicieron

Section F – The near future tense

The near future tense describes something that you are going to do. 

Use the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a then an infinitive (AR, ER 

or IR) verb. 
IR

a

infinitive

yo voy AR, ER or 
IR verb.

E.g. 
hablar
comer
vivir

tú vas

él/ella va

nosotros vamos

vosotros vais

ellos/ellas van

mañana = tomorrow

la semana que viene = 

next week

el lunes que viene = next 

Monday

este fin de semana = this 

weekend

voy a jugar al golf = I’m 

going to play golf

vamos a hacer natación = 

we’re going to go 

swimming

con = with        mi amigo/a = my friend          

mi primo/a = my cousin

mi hermano/a = my brother/sister     

mi equipo = my team
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PE 800m

Triple Jump

Shot Put

Start/Finish

Teaching points
• Use a Standing throw rest the shot on your palm and push into your neck 
• Ensure your chin, knee and toe are in line 
• Keep elbow high
• Keep the shot close to the neck until you release it
• Push the shot away from the neck 
• The shot must be released above the height of the shoulder with one hand 

Teaching points

• 800m is a middle distance race in 
which speed and stamina is required. 

• 800m is 2x around the track.
• The first curve is ran in separate lanes 

and break after 100m to avoid 
crowding.

• It is important to pace yourself to be 
able to run the full distance.

• Running technique:
• Shoulders back – run tall
• Elbows tucked into body
• Head up

Key Terms

Pacing: Being able to run at a constant speed

Agility: Ability to change direction quickly Middle distance 
running to gain a good positon in the pack 

Key Terms

Power: Combination of strength and speed used 
during the take off in triple jump.

Records Women Men

World 1:53 1:40

School 2:43 2:22

Records Women Men

World 15.50m 18.29m

School 9.32m 9.99m

Records Women Men

World 22.63m 23.12m

School 8.83m 10.56m

• Competitors sprint along a runway before taking off from a wooden 
board. 

• The take-off foot absorbs the first landing, the hop. 
• The next phase, the step, is finished on the opposite foot and then 

followed by a jump into a sandpit. 
• The distance travelled, from the edge of the board to the closest 

indentation in the sand to it, is then measured.
• A foul is committed – and the jump is not measured – if an athlete 

steps beyond the board

Overview
The shot, a metal ball (7.26kg for men, 4kg for 
women), is put – not thrown – with one hand. 
The aim is to put it as far as possible from a 
circle that has a curved 10-centimetre high toe-
board at the front.

Rules
Athletes will commonly throw four or 

six times per competition. 
In the event of a tie, the winner will be 
the athlete with the next-best effort.
The competitor must exit the circle 

from the back

Cardiovascular endurance: Ability 
of heart, lungs and blood vessels to 

produce energy Maintain a high 
level of performance throughout a 

middle distance race.
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Y8 Design and Technology – Summer Term 1 

Electronics and Components: Key words

Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

State To name or otherwise characterise

Describe Set out characteristics this maybe a 

feature, a pattern, a property or a process. 

Give some identification to what it may be 

like. 

Explain Set out purpose or reasons. 

Evaluate Judge from available evidence and

consider several options, ideas or 

arguments (Pros/Cons,

Advantages/Disadvantages) and come to a 

conclusion

Tier 3 

Vocabulary 

Definition

Electricity The flow of electrons through a conductive 

material, Usually metallic.

Current The speed electricity is flowing 

Voltage The amount of electricity being used

Resistance Slows down electricity

LED Light Emitting Diode. Provides light as an 

output

Battery Provides power

Audience The market you are designing / Aiming 

your product at

Purpose The reason for the product / design.

Speaker Emits sound as an output

Resistor A component that restricts the flow of 

current in a circuit. 

Electronics and Components: Key Questions 

Questions: Answers:

What is the unit of 

electric current? 

Amperes or amps (A)

What does resistance 

do to electricity? 

Slows it down

How many cells 
would a 9v battery 
have? 

6. Each cell is 1.5v

What products would 
use a push to make 
switch? 

Alarm systems, Control 

systems, Smoke alarms.

What does a 
capacitor do? 

The capacitor is a 
component which stores up 
electrical charge. When 
power is disconnected from 
the input of a capacitor it 
allows the stored charge to 
flow out.

Why is it important

to know who your 

intended audience 

is? 

So that the product is 

designed correctly for them. 

If it is designed correctly for 

the Audience, it has more 

chance of being sold, Making 

a profit and becoming 

successful. It also ensures 

less wastage of time money 

and resources by getting it 

right. 

Electronics and their components

Understand how to read a resistor’s value 

from it’s colour code and calculate values

Understand and explain the functions of 

common electronic components

List a range of potential audiences and 

purposes for your product.

Electronics and components: Key Diagrams

Resistor

Capacitor

Switch 

Battery  

LED  

Speaker  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/standard/physics/using_electricity/alternating_and_direct_current/revision/2/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=sJy9U5bzNIGLOKSngeAJ&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNGdYNe6Yncnq5ke2509Cl-F-lBhyA
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Inkvpw1XjO0/UccIs5GmIYI/AAAAAAAAAEc/1ypFGmMbzOg/s1600/1000uf_capacitor.jpg
http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.rapidonline.com/electronic-components/dpdt-miniature-slide-switch-76-0100&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=HZy9U4GhMrSI7Aalx4CACg&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&usg=AFQjCNHCn9IGuUm_6FpXylGJP-Ec5nVzaw
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DRAMA

Section B: Planning a Project
When planning a Theatre in education piece 
companies must take into account:
• The age and size of the audience. The 

performance needs to suit the audience.
• The venue, its size and facilities such as lighting 

and whether there are any particular restrictions, 
e.g. they might not be allowed to tap dance as 
taps would damage the floor.

• Health and Safety issues. They’ll probably have to 
complete paperwork for this. It could cover 
anything from risk assessment for the journey to 
the venue, to checking there are no asthmatics in 
the audience if they plan to use dry ice.

• Teaching and Learning Objectives. What they have 
been asked to do and how they can deliver what’s 
required.

Song: “Beautiful” by 

Christina Aguilera

Section A

What is Theatre in Education?

Theatre in education is used to encourage effective learning in schools. It calls for careful consideration of the audience's age and 

requirements in order to engage them and get the message across. After the Second World War, people became aware that drama or 

theatre techniques might be useful as a way of encouraging effective learning in schools. This is known as Theatre in education or ‘TIE’ for 

short. The idea of a high impact performance for a specifically targeted school audience became hugely popular. Because the audiences 

are small, they can be encouraged to participate. 

Typical characteristics of TIE:

• There is a clear aim and educational objective running throughout.

• A small cast so actors must be versatile and often have to multi-role.

• A low budget so actors often play instruments too.

• The production must be portable so the design is simple and representational.

• They explore issues from various viewpoints, so we can see the effect of an action upon a range of people.

• There is some level of audience involvement.

• They are rarely wholly naturalistic because direct address or narration is used to engage the audience.

• The costumes are simple and representational, especially if actors have to multi-role.

• They may include facts and figures to educate the audience.

• They may have a strong message or moral running throughout.

Section C: Stages of Devising

Section D: Stimuli

Quote: “Social media 

isn’t social”



Section A: Context

The origin and birth of the blues is very closely linked to the history of the slave trade in America. African slaves brought their musical traditions with 

them when they were transported to work in the North American colonies. Early types of African American music included spirituals (religious songs 

using vocal harmony) and work songs. Slaves would sing work songs while working the plantations and religious spirituals in church. Combined with the 

African rhythms, these musical styles were the foundation of blues. Work songs were sung rhythmically in time with the task being done. They used call 

and response in which phrases from a lead singer were followed by the other singers. African music combined with the folk music of the white European 

settlers to produce new styles of music. The early style of blues was known as country blues and was usually a solo singer accompanied on guitar or 

piano sometimes with added harmonica or drums. The majority of blues musicians had descendants from Africa who were transported to America in the 

slave trade.

MUSIC

Section B: 12-Bar Blues

The 12-bar blues is a sequence of chords that lasts 

for 12 bars. This chord sequence was the 

foundation of many early blues songs. The grid 

below shows the 12-bar blues chord sequence in 

the key of C. Each letter represents a chord and 

each box lasts for a bar, usually 4 beats each.

Section D: Blues Scale

The blues scale is a pattern of notes (a scale) that has been altered slightly to sound more 

bluesy and jazzy. A normal C major scale uses the notes C D E F G A B C but in the blues scale we 

flatten the 3rd, 5th and 7th notes. These notes are called BLUE NOTES. The notes of the blues 

scale in C are below. We use the blues scale to create melodies and to improvise.

Section C: How to Play the Chords on Ukulele 
and Keyboard

Section E: How to Play the Blues scale 
on Ukulele and Keyboard



Section A: Key Facts

Vocabulary

/ Information

Definition

Surrealism The word 'surrealism' (as well as the movement itself) 
was invented in France. In French 'sur' means 'above'. 
So surreal means literally 'above real'.

Idiom They are words or phrases that aren't meant to 

be taken literally. For example, if you say 

someone has “cold feet,” it doesn't mean their 

toes are actually cold. Rather, it means they're 

nervous about something.

Metaphor Something is metaphorical when you use it to 

stand for, or symbolize, another thing. E.g. Raining 

cats and dogs”, “Life is a rollercoaster.”

Surrealism 
Themes

• The unconscious (not awake/ conscious)
• Irrational (not rational / sensible)
• Dreams
• Automatism
• Juxtaposition
• Fantasy (imaginary)

Automatism Automatism is a bit like doodling. You just start 

drawing or painting without a plan and let your 

unconscious thoughts guide you. Unconscious 

thoughts are thoughts buried in your brain that 

you don’t know are there!

Juxtaposition Putting one thing next to another that wouldn’t 

usually go together. E.g. An elephant with long 

thin legs, or an elephant in a hat on  a cloud.

Hybrid A thing made by combining two different 

elements. So a hybrid creature could be a mix of 

cockerel and an octopus or a turtle and a duck.

Some Surreal 

Artists

Frida Kahlo       Salvador Dali    Max Ernst                    
Joan Miro Rene Magritte        Dorothea Tanning

Year 8 Art

Salvador Dali 


